Prefixes: ‘Im’- and ‘In’-

Below are 16 words. Find their PREFIX forms.

16 words ... 10 minutes!

active    perfect
attentive  polite
describable possible
decisive   probable
effective  sensitive
expensive  significant
formal    sufficient
moral     valid

What other ‘im’- and ‘in’- words can you think of?
Prefixes: ‘Im’- and ‘In’-

Below are 16 words. Find their **PREFIX** forms.

16 words …10 minutes!

- active
- perfect
- attentive
- polite
- describable
- possible
- decisive
- probable
- effective
- sensitive
- expensive
- significant
- formal
- sufficient
- moral
- valid

What other ‘im’- and ‘in’- words can you think of?
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